We are all human enough to appreciate jokes which
organ of things amusing deteriorate into something equivalent to a Sun-

Editorial Page has assumed new potentialities in the present issue. Apt
directed satire, such a publication can be of tremendous value. Voo Doo's

Voo Doo, and citing that the magazine was falling far short of
freshmen may obtain a cross-sectional view of this life. The free meal and

It seems unnecessary to repeat the benefits which a student may
in class affairs by going to class meetings is every bit as important as wear-

It is urgent that every freshman attend the meeting this afternoon in

Thirty new typewriters have been in-
stalled in the news rooms of the Brown and White, undergraduate newspaper of Le-
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it puts the heat where it is needed; it is economical; its application is simple. The new
illustrated book "Gas Heat in Industry" tells the story. Send for your copy (it's free today).
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GAS Heat is the preferred heat for die-casting. It is adaptable to the nth degree:

it puts the heat where it is needed; it is economical; its application is simple. The new
illustrated book "Gas Heat in Industry" tells the story. Send for your copy (it's free today).
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